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ABSTRACT  

 

Natural, industrial minerals like Wollastonite, Mica, Barytes, Iron Oxides, Graphite or Calcium 

Carbonate play an important role in raw material industry. Although they contribute to various 

applications, to brake pad applications as well, they are often disregarded. Even, when minerals are used 

as extender fillers, meant to be inert or neutral, reality proves consistently that there exists no filler 

without any impact on application properties. When it comes to the next level where minerals are used 

as functional fillers, their impact on application properties should be evident.  

The general overview on mineral processing, mineral properties, measurement methods and the 

reflection on possible application properties shows a differentiated picture of mineral processing.  

 

Processing starts with the raw material source. If the raw material source does not provide the necessary 

quality, the following processing cannot alter or generate all required properties.  

Processing is a multi-step process chain. Also due to economic aspects comminution is carried out in 

several steps - with crushers and mills from coarse to fine grading with purifying steps in between. 

Milling technologies differ e.g., in machine type, grinding media and grinding tools, providing specific 

load type and load intensity, which influence the fraction behaviour and therewith the final mineral 

properties and performance properties as well. 

Particle size as one of the most important specified quality criteria shows differences in particle size 

distribution due to provided load type or classifying system which could be none, internal or an external 

circuit.  

Aside particle size, the particle shape is essential for performance and is described with aspect ratio. 

Aspect ratio – i.e. the ratio between particle diameter and particle thickness for flakes – depends amongst 

others on load type. For lamellar, layered minerals applied shearing forces are the effective way to 

maintain the flaky particle shape. 

Particle integrity as an extension to aspect ratio provides information about damages, cracks or surface 

defects on or in the particle. Particles with low integrity show low stress resistance and perform 

differently in the application, e.g. wear out easily.  

 

To define the target, to specify the required product and to determine the optimal processing chain there 

exit various possibilities. The suitable processing technology and the measuring methods ought to be 

chosen carefully considering not only the mineral properties but also the application requirements. This 

is why close collaboration between brake pad developers and mineral producers is advisable. 


